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Hamlet Cambridge School Shakespeare
An improved, larger-format edition of the Cambridge School Shakespeare plays, extensively rewritten, expanded and produced in
an attractive new design. An active approach to classroom Shakespeare enables students to inhabit Shakespeare's imaginative
world in accessible and creative ways. Students are encouraged to share Shakespeare's love of language, interest in character
and sense of theatre. Substantially revised and extended in full colour, classroom activities are thematically organised in distinctive
'Stagecraft', 'Write about it', 'Language in the play', 'Characters' and 'Themes' features. Extended glossaries are aligned with the
play text for easy reference. Expanded endnotes include extensive essay-writing guidance for 'Hamlet' and Shakespeare. Includes
rich, exciting colour photos of performances of 'Hamlet' from around the world.
Teaching Shakespeare has been a major contribution to the knowledge and expertise of all teachers of Shakespeare from primary
upwards for two decades. This full-colour second edition is in a larger format, updated to reflect modern classroom practice. It
includes new contributions by leading practitioners from Shakespeare's Globe, the Shakespeare Schools Festival, the
Shakespeare Birthplace Trust and the Cambridge School Shakespeare editorial team. Teaching Shakespeare makes explicit the
'Active Shakespeare' principles which underpin Cambridge School Shakespeare and includes activities and advice to help
teachers develop their existing good practice, making the learning of Shakespeare valuable and enjoyable for all involved.
This new edition of The Taming of the Shrew is part of the established Cambridge School Shakespeare series and has been
substantially updated with new and revised activities throughout. Remaining faithful to the series' active approach it treats the play
as a script to be acted, explored and enjoyed. As well as the complete script of The Taming of the Shrew, you will find a variety of
classroom-tested activities, an eight-page colour section and an enlarged selection of notes including information on characters,
performance, history and language.
Did Shakespeare write Shakespeare? This authoritative collection of essays brings fresh perspectives to bear on an intriguing
cultural phenomenon.
Shakespeare's Sonnets is the title of a collection of 154 sonnets by William Shakespeare, which covers themes such as the
passage of time, love, beauty and mortality. …
This Arden edition of Hamlet, arguably Shakespeare's greatest tragedy, presents an authoritative, modernized text based on the
Second Quarto text with a new introductory essay covering key productions and criticism in the decade since its first publication. A
timely up-date in the 400th anniversary year of Shakespeare's death which will ensure the Arden edition continues to offer
students a comprehensive and current critical account of the play, alongside the most reliable and fully-annotated text available.
This second edition of Hamlet features a new section on recent dramatic and critical interpretations.
Enter KENT, GLOUCESTER, and EDMUNDKENTI thought the king had more affected the Duke of Albany than Cornwall.GLOUCESTERIt
did always seem so to us: but now, in the division of the kingdom, it appears not which of the dukes he values most; for equalities are so
weighed, that curiosity in neither can make choice of either's moiety.KENTIs not this your son, my lord?GLOUCESTERHis breeding, sir, hath
been at my charge: I have so often blushed to acknowledge him, that now I am brazed to it.KENTI cannot conceive you.GLOUCESTERSir,
this young fellow's mother could: whereupon she grew round-wombed, and had, indeed, sir, a son for her cradle ere she had a husband for
her bed. Do you smell a fault?KENTI cannot wish the fault undone, the issue of it being so proper.GLOUCESTERBut I have, sir, a son by
order of law, some year elder than this, who yet is no dearer in my account: though this knave came something saucily into the world before
he was sent for, yet was his mother fair; there was good sport at his making, and the whoreson must be acknowledged. Do you know this
noble gentleman, Edmund?
"Othello is Shakespeare's noble general who 'loved not wisely but too well'. THis is the story of his triumphs and his tragic downfall--his love
for Desdemona, his fatal trust in the villainous Iago, and his obsessive jealousy, that leads to murder and to suicide..."--Page 4 of cover.
Twelfth Night, Or What You Will is a comedy by William Shakespeare, based on the short story "Of Apolonius and Silla" by Barnabe Rich. It is
named after the Twelfth Night holiday of the Christmas season. It was written around 1601 and first published in the First Folio in 1623. The
main title is believed to be an afterthought, created after John Marston premiered a play titled What You Will during the course of the writing.
A scholarly examination of the plot and dramatic technique of Shakespeare's most controversial play
The Cambridge Student Guide to Hamlet provides explanatory notes and guidance to help form the basis for the understanding of the play. It
is part of a new series aimed at students from 16 years upwards in schools and colleges throughout the English-speaking world. Background
information provides support and prompts inquiry for advanced level study by drawing out issues and themes related to the text. The content
of each book in the series follows the pattern of an introduction; detailed running commentary on the text; insight into historical, social and
cultural contexts; analysis of the language; an overview of critical approaches and different interpretations; essay-writing tips and lists of
recommended resources.
An improved, larger-format edition of the Cambridge School Shakespeare plays, extensively rewritten, expanded and produced in an
attractive new design. An active approach to classroom Shakespeare enables students to inhabit Shakespeare's imaginative world in
accessible and creative ways. Students are encouraged to share Shakespeare's love of language, interest in character and sense of theatre.
Substantially revised and extended, classroom activities are thematically organised in distinctive 'Stagecraft', 'Write about it', 'Language in the
play', 'Characters' and 'Themes' features. Extended glossaries are aligned with the play text for easy reference. Expanded endnotes include
extensive essay-writing guidance for 'The Taming of the Shrew' and Shakespeare. Includes rich, exciting colour photos of performances of
'The Taming of the Shrew' from around the world.
Presents a graphic novel version of the classic tragedy about the struggle of Prince Hamlet to avenge his father's murder.
An active approach to classroom Shakespeare enables students to inhabit Shakespeare's imaginative world in accessible and creative ways.
Students are encouraged to share Shakespeare's love of language, interest in character and sense of theatre. Substantially revised and
extended in full colour, classroom activities are thematically organised in distinctive 'Stagecraft', 'Write about it', 'Language in the play',
'Characters' and 'Themes' features. Extended glossaries are aligned with the play text for easy reference. Expanded endnotes include
extensive essay-writing guidance for 'Hamlet' and Shakespeare. Includes rich, exciting colour photos of performances of 'Hamlet' from around
the world.
The Cambridge Shakespeare was published in nine volumes between 1863 and 1866. Its careful editorial principles, attractive page design
and elegant typography have withstood the test of time. This text was based on a thorough collation of the four Folios and of all the Quarto
editions of the separate plays, the base text being the 1623 Folio. The critical apparatus appears at the foot of the page, but for passages
where the Quarto differs significantly the entire Quarto text appears in small type after the received text. Notes at the end of each play explain
variants, emendations, and passages of unusual difficulty or interest. Grammar and metre were generally left unchanged by the editors, but
punctuation was normalised and nineteenth-century orthography was adopted instead of the variable Elizabethan spelling. In a bold move for
a Victorian edition, the editors restored various 'profane' expressions where metre or sense demanded it.
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Modern editions of a popular and trusted series.
The Dane as never seen before -- in a daring, dazzling, sexy prose retelling of Shakespeare’s tragedy by best-selling author John Marsden.
(Age 14 and up) Something is rotten in the state of Denmark, but Hamlet can’t be sure what’s causing the stench. His rage at his mother’s
infidelities -- together with his greed for the sensual Ophelia and his dead father’s call to revenge a "murder most foul" -- have his mind in
chaos, and he wants to scatter his traitorous uncle’s insides across the fields. But was it really his father’s ghost that night on the ramparts,
or a hell-fiend sent to trick him? "Action is hot," he tells Ophelia, who lives shut up in a tower with her longings and lust. "Action is courage,
and reflection is cowardly. Picking up the knife has the colors of truth. As soon as I hesitate. . . ." In this dark, erotically charged, beautifully
crafted novel, John Marsden brings one of Shakespeare’s most riveting characters to full-blooded life in a narrative of intense psychological
complexity.

Like every other play in the Cambridge School Shakespeare series, Antony and Cleopatra has been specially prepared
to help all students in schools and colleges. This version aims to be different from other editions of the play. It invites you
to bring the play to life in your classroom through enjoyable activities that will help increase your understanding. You are
encourage to make up your own mind about the play, rather than have someone else's interpretation handed down to
you. Whatever you do, remember that Shakespeare wrote his plays to be acted, watched and enjoyed.
Hamlet by William Shakespeare: Know-It-All Version uses playful commentary interlaced with the lines of Shakespeare's
original text to actively guide and support you as you read this play. It's a lively, engaging, often funny, and thoroughly
enlightening way to read Shakespeare. Finally--you don't have to be an expert to know it all.
For this updated edition Robert Hapgood has added a section on prevailing critical and performance approaches to
Hamlet.
An acclaimed new interpretation of Shakespeare's Hamlet Hamlet and the Vision of Darkness is a radical new
interpretation of the most famous play in the English language. By exploring Shakespeare's engagements with the
humanist traditions of early modern England and Europe, Rhodri Lewis reveals a Hamlet unseen for centuries: an
innovative, coherent, and exhilaratingly bleak tragedy in which the governing ideologies of Shakespeare's age are
scrupulously upended. Recovering a work of far greater magnitude than the tragedy of a young man who cannot make
up his mind, Lewis shows that in Hamlet, as in King Lear, Shakespeare confronts his audiences with a universe that
received ideas are powerless to illuminate—and where everyone must find their own way through the dark.
Lively, instructive access to Shakespeare's rich and complex works.
From the Royal Shakespeare Company – a fresh new edition of Shakespeare's most celebrated play. This book includes:
* An introduction to Hamlet by award-winning scholar Jonathan Bate * The play – with clear explanatory notes on each
page * A scene-by-scene analysis * An introduction to Shakespeare's career and the Elizabethan theatre * A rich
exploration of approaches to staging Hamlet The most enjoyable way to understand a Shakespeare play is to see it or
participate in it. This book presents a historical overview of Hamlet in performance, recommends film versions, takes a
detailed look at specific productions and includes interviews with three leading Directors – Michael Boyd, Ron Daniels
and John Caird – so that we may get a sense of the extraordinary variety of interpretations that are possible - a variety
that gives Shakespeare his unique capacity to be reinvented and made 'our contemporary' four centuries after his death.
John Dover Wilson's New Shakespeare, published between 1921 and 1966, became the classic Cambridge edition of
Shakespeare's plays and poems until the 1980s. The series, long since out-of-print, is now reissued. Each work is available both
individually and as a set, and each contains a lengthy and lively introduction, main text, and substantial notes and glossary printed
at the back. The edition, which began with The Tempest and ended with The Sonnets, put into practice the techniques and
theories that had evolved under the 'New Bibliography'. Remarkably by today's standards, although it took the best part of half a
century to produce, the New Shakespeare involved only a small band of editors besides Dover Wilson himself. As the volumes
took shape, many of Dover Wilson's textual methods acquired general acceptance and became an established part of later
editorial practice, for example in the Arden and New Cambridge Shakespeares.
This edition of Hamlet is part of the groundbreaking Cambridge School Shakespeare series established by Rex Gibson.
Remaining faithful to the series' active approach it treats the play as a script to be acted, explored and enjoyed. As well as the
complete script of the play, you will find a variety of classroom-tested activities, an eight-page colour section and a selection of
notes including information on characters, performance, history and language.
"All the world's a stage", William Shakespeare wrote, "And all the men and women merely players." Sit back as the curtain goes up
on the dramas, sonnets, and life of one of the greatest writers in the English language. Shakespeare wrote or contributed to more
than 40 plays, ranging from romantic comedies to the profound tragedy King Lear, as well as 154 sonnets. The Shakespeare Book
has visual plot summaries of each one, with diagrams to show the intricate web of relationships in plays such as A Midsummer's
Night Dream. Commentaries explain Shakespeare's sources and set each drama in context, revealing, for instance, how the
warring Protestants and Catholics of his day are mirrored in Romeo and Juliet's Montagues and Capulets. Written in plain English
and packed with graphics and illustrations, The Shakespeare Book illumines the Bard's world - his marriage, businesses, and
friends - and explains how his works became an enduring phenomenon. Whether you need a guide through complex plots and
unfamiliar language, or you're looking for a fresh perspective on his well-loved plays and sonnets, this indispensable guide will
help you fully appreciate Shakespeare, the man, and the writer. Reviews: "Generous helpings of illustrations, time lines, plot
diagrams, and character guides ensure that even readers in their 'salad days' will enjoy every dish at the Shakespearean feast." Booklist "Enlightening" - YA Book Central "In this latest addition to the series, the Bard comes alive for young aficionados." School Library Journal "Countless volumes have been written about William Shakespeare and his work, but here is a single
volume that has organized his plays (and some of his sonnets) in exactly what the subtitle says: 'Big Ideas Simply Explained...a
must-have.'" - VOYA magazine
HamletCambridge University Press
Students are encouraged to share Shakespeare's love of language, interest in character and sense of theatre in this book.
Classroom activities are thematically organised in distinctive 'stagecraft', 'write about it', 'language in the play', 'characters' and
'themes' features. Extended glossaries are aligned with the play text for easy reference.
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